
 

 

✔ Rack- and Room surveillance 

✔ SMS/E-Mail/SNMP alerting 

✔ Integrated webserver 

✔ Long term data monitoring 
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Abstract 

KomplettSet-PRO 2 Wireless/LAN, Security for devided IT rooms with GSM alarm system  

according to basic protection 

Features 

- Rack- and room surveillance up to 1000 m², divided facilities 

- Application in server rooms with cabinets, larger than 20 m², divided systems  

- Up to 30 sensors 

- SMS/E-Mail/SNMP alerting 

- Up to 20 alarm receives 

- Built-in web server 

- Smartphone app available 

- Management and control of up to 30 MultiSensors (RF and LAN) 

- Up to 30 different alarm-zones for intrusion alarms 

- Up to 100 user accounts 

- Long term data monitoring 

- IP camera trigger up to 10 cameras 

Product Overview 

With the CompleteSet-PRO you will get a complete package for quick entry into the innovative safety 

technology. The CompleteSet-PRO contains everything you need to monitor a server room and can be 

extended at every time. In general you should take the CompleteSet as a base for every new project, because 

there are all necessary basic components included. The difference between the Complete-Set-PRO and the 

CompleteSet-BASIC is that it can manage up to 30 radio or LAN sensors, and up to ten additional keypads. 

Delivery Content - CompleteSet-Pro 

1x AlarmManager-PRO with power supply 

1x MultiSensor-RF 

1x MultiSensor-LAN 

1x KeyPad with battery 

1x Power adapter 

1x Patch cable, 3 m, color grey / Cross over adapter (color red) 

2x Modular cable, 5/10 m 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Product Number Information  

DN-95700 Complete Set 2 PRO (Carbon Black), 1x AlarmManagerPRO, 1x MultiSensorRF,  

  2x modular cable, 1x patch cable 

More Products - Room and Rack Surveillance  

DN-95702 Multisensor-LAN, stand alone webserver, POE, E-Mail and SNMP alarm,  

  cabinet and room monitoring 

DN-95703 Multisensor Rack stand alone webserver, E-Mail and SNMP alarm, incl. 12 way PDU,  

  switchable 

DN-95704 Complete Set Basic, up to 10 radio sensors, SMS, E-Mail, SNMP, cabinet and room monitoring 


